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Three-dimensional surface imaging has gained 
popularity in plastic and reconstructive sur-
gery worldwide. Previously, the standard of 

patient assessment has been two-dimensional pho-
tography; however, this modality lacks shape and 
depth.1 Flaws are inevitable when representing a 
three-dimensional structure in two-dimensional 
form. Other imaging tools such as computed 
tomography and magnetic resonance imaging 
have attempted to supplement these deficiencies; 
however, they poorly depict external soft tissues of 
the body, and they are time-consuming, invasive, 

and cost-prohibitive. Three-dimensional topo-
graphic imaging is a significant advancement from 
two-dimensional photographic assessment because 
this modality accounts for the three-dimensional 
nature of the human body. This clinical technol-
ogy measures and analyzes surfaces along x, y, and 
z coordinates in three-dimensional space.2
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Summary: Three-dimensional surface imaging has gained clinical acceptance 
in plastic and reconstructive surgery. In contrast to computed tomography/
magnetic resonance imaging, three-dimensional surface imaging relies on tri-
angulation in stereophotography to measure surface x, y, and z coordinates. 
This study reviews the past, present, and future directions of three-dimensional 
topographic imaging in plastic surgery. Historically, three-dimensional imaging 
technology was first used in a clinical setting in 1944 to diagnose orthodon-
tologic conditions. Karlan established its use in the field of plastic surgery in 
1979, analyzing contours and documenting facial asymmetries. Present use 
of three-dimensional surface imaging has focused on standardizing patient 
topographic measurements to enhance preoperative planning and to improve 
postoperative outcomes. Various measurements (e.g., volume, surface area, 
vector distance, curvature) have been applied to breast, body, and facial topog-
raphy to augment patient analysis. Despite the rapid progression of the clini-
cal applications of three-dimensional imaging, current use of this technology 
is focused on the surgeon’s perspective and secondarily the patient’s perspec-
tive. Advancements in patient simulation may improve patient-physician com-
munication, education, and satisfaction. However, a communal database of 
three-dimensional surface images integrated with emerging three-dimensional 
printing and portable information technology will validate measurements and 
strengthen preoperative planning and postoperative outcomes. Three-dimen-
sional surface imaging is a useful adjunct to plastic and reconstructive surgery 
practices and standardizes measurements to create objectivity in a subjective 
field. Key improvements in three-dimensional imaging technology may signifi-
cantly enhance the quality of plastic and reconstructive surgery in the near 
future. (Plast. Reconstr. Surg. 135: 1295, 2015.)
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To overcome the deficiencies of conventional 
photography and radiographic imaging, various 
three-dimensional imaging modalities, including 
three-dimensional cephalometry, morpho-anal-
ysis, moiré topography, and three-dimensional 
ultrasonography, have been developed.3 However, 
this review focuses on three-dimensional photo-
grammetry and its diverse application in plastic 
surgery. Three-dimensional photography uses tri-
angulation, which overlays multiple images of the 
same object from different angles to form a three-
dimensional image.4 This article reviews the past, 
present, and future orientations of three-dimen-
sional surface imaging in plastic surgery.

PAST
Although two-dimensional photography has 

recorded qualitative characteristics of the human 
body since the 1800s, three-dimensional surface 
imaging was first clinically applied in 1944; Thal-
maan used stereophotogrammetry to capture 
the facial three-dimensional surface and diag-
nose orthodontologic conditions.5,6 Soon after, 
Tanner and Weiner attempted to standardize 

three-dimensional photography by comparing 
anthropometric measurements to three-dimen-
sional measurements.7 Their efforts enabled 
Burke and Beard to apply a multiplex plotting 
system to analyze facial surface contours and 
track facial asymmetry over time.8–11 In 1979, 
using moiré topography, Mitchell Karlan applied 
three-dimensional imaging to plastic surgery, par-
ticularly facial asymmetries that were difficult to 
analyze from plain photographs.12 Of note, moiré 
topography superimposes contour maps from 
facial grids onto the object image and manually 
analyzes points by ruler and caliper.13

However, because incorporating contour 
mappings seemed tedious and costly, two other 
techniques, based on structured light or stereo-
photogrammetry, gained prominence. Although 
both rely on triangulation, stereophotography 
uses two cameras arranged as a stereo pair to 
provide points of intersection between disparate 
images and to allow for depth perception (Fig. 1, 
left). Corresponding raw images are matched in 
space to create a three-dimensional image that 
can be converted into a three-dimensional breast 

Fig. 1. (Left) Example of a three-dimensional imaging system (Canfield 
Imaging). (Right) Comparison of two-dimensional photograph, three-
dimensional photography, and three-dimensional surface modeling 
using three-dimensional imaging software.
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model using three-dimensional software (Fig. 1, 
right). Structured light uses a projector to shine 
a light pattern onto the targeted surface, which 
distorts and bends the light at an angle that is 
captured by a camera system and translated into 
three-dimensional coordinates.14 Both techniques 
are currently used depending on the application, 
and have been refined over time.

With the continued maturation of accurate 
and precise three-dimensional imaging, clini-
cal investigators began to extrapolate qualitative 
measurements from these photographs. In 1988, 
Cutting et al. developed software allowing three-
dimensional images to be rotated to any angle, and 
distance measurements could be performed from 
specified point-to-point locations.15 For the first 
time, this technology was used for postoperative 
analysis to examine craniofacial reconstruction. 
In the 1990s, three-dimensional photography and 
analysis continued its evolution; both Motoyoshi 
et al. and Ras et al. used different cameras at vari-
ous angles to evaluate patients with facial asymme-
try, cleft lip and palate, and concluded that it was 
valid and reliable.16–20

With this foundation at the beginning of the 
twenty-first century, various clinicians used three-
dimensional imaging for facial analysis. Ferrario 
et al. evaluated cleft lip and palate three-dimen-
sional postoperative photographs, suggesting 
additional procedures for improved cosmetic 
appearances.21,22 Nkenke et al. analyzed the 
behavior of soft tissues of the face after patients 
underwent maxillary distraction osteogenesis for 
midfacial hypoplasia and found that their results 
were asymmetric.23 By 2004, three-dimensional 
imaging had grown from measuring static Euclid-
ian distances to measuring dynamic changes in 
soft-tissue positioning with facial expression,24 
growth, and development,25,26 including the for-
mation of wrinkles.27 Nemoto et al. also studied 
the progression of wrinkles, suggesting corrective 
procedures based on three-dimensional photo-
graphic measurements (i.e., forehead lifts).28

In conjunction with applying three-dimen-
sional imaging to the face, investigators have used 
three-dimensional photography for the breast. 
Initial breast studies using three-dimensional 
imaging (circa 2002 to 2003) evaluated factors 
affecting breast shape and symmetry.29,30 Patients 
undergoing unilateral breast reconstruction 
received quantitative measurements of breast pro-
jection, volume, and contour to determine the 
expander and permanent implant size for symme-
try.29 However, the earliest prospective cohort study 
comparing outcomes of those who underwent 

preoperative and postoperative two-dimensional 
versus three-dimensional analysis found no signif-
icant difference in postoperative outcomes.30 Of 
note, these analyses applied two-dimensional mea-
surements to three-dimensional photographs, as 
there was no standardized approach to measure 
volumetric analysis and other three-dimensional 
parameters.

Three-dimensional technology has co-evolved 
with its clinical applications, and the systems in pres-
ent use include the CAM3D (Erlargen, Germany), 
C3D (Beirut, Lebanon), Axis Three (Miami, Fla.), 
Canfield Scientific (Fairfield, N.J.), Crisalix (Lau-
sanne, Switzerland), Di3D (Dimensional Imaging, 
Glasgow, Scotland), and 3dMDface (3dMD, Atlanta, 
Ga.) devices. CAM3D, C3D, and Axis Three rely on 
the structured-light technique; Canfield, Crisalix, 
and Di3D use stereophotogrammetry; and 3dMD 
combines both.14,31 All systems vary in their cam-
era setup; for example, CAM3D uses two cameras, 
whereas C3D uses two stereo pairs of cameras.14 
These systems also vary in colors, capture time, and 
computed tomographic image fusion capabilities.31 
Di3D adds time as a fourth dimension. Because 
three-dimensional surface imaging systems differ 
widely in technique and technology, selection is 
based on intended application.

PRESENT
Since 2005, use of three-dimensional sur-

face imaging developed exponentially and has 
focused on standardized measurements of body 
topography and assessment of surgical outcomes. 
Whereas in the past, studies were based mainly on 
improving three-dimensional images, present-day 
studies have emphasized validating three-dimen-
sional imaging.

Standardization of Breast and Body Surface 
Measurements

To enhance the utility of three-dimensional 
imaging, a standardized approach of creating and 
integrating three-dimensional measurements with 
three-dimensional images was required. Using the 
breast as a template (Fig. 2, above), Tepper et al. 
identified a reproducible technique to measure 
volume of an isolated anatomical structure.32 They 
used three-dimensional software to define a patient-
individualized chest wall template (Fig. 2, center) to 
measure volume and volumetric differences of each 
patient (Fig. 2, below).33 This template was created 
by defining the boundaries of the breast: superiorly 
where the breast projects from the chest wall, later-
ally at the most lateral extent of the inframammary 
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fold, medially at the most medial extent of the infra-
mammary fold, and inferiorly at the lowest pole of 
the breast (Fig. 3).32 Each surface scan is aligned to 
a standardized chest wall to isolate a closed object so 
that volumetric analysis can be performed of each 
individual breast (Fig. 2, below).33 Furthermore, the 
imaging software could generate surface area and 
vector measurements of breast contour and size 
(Fig. 3).32,34 The technology-driven approach to 
breast imaging and analysis correlated with stan-
dard manual linear measurements and magnetic 
resonance imaging volumes.35 These images and 
the associated analysis were proven accurate and 
reproducible.32 With evidence-based analytical tools 
to assess three-dimensional breast imaging, the 
technique could now be applied to various anatomi-
cal topographies.

The development of accurate and reproduc-
ible three-dimensional imaging and analysis has 
led to the creation of an initial database to assess 

morphologic differences in patients (specifically, 
craniofacial asymmetries). Kau et al. have ana-
lyzed adults and children using facial templates, 
which are constructed from soft-tissue averages 
obtained from three-dimensional images.36 With 
these facial templates, 80 adults and 72 children 
with craniofacial anomalies were compared, 
determining morphologic differences with the 
ultimate utility of advanced surgical planning.36,37 
Of note, this novel concept of three-dimensional 
databases has small numbers and needs thousands 
of patients to generate conclusions; however, data 
from this type of collection could revolutionize 
outcomes in plastic surgery.

Three-dimensional imaging has been used 
to not only identify deviations from average but 
also analyze facial changes over time. By compar-
ing two-dimensional photographs taken at two 
different intervals in time, Lambros38 stipulated 
the mechanics of facial aging and provided a 

Fig. 2. Three-dimensional imaging of a sample patient’s torso 
(above) alongside her individualized chest wall template (center). 
Each surface scan is aligned to a standardized chest wall to isolate a 
closed object so that volumetric analysis can be performed of each 
individual breast (below).
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foundation for further three-dimensional imaging 
and analysis. His findings of centralization of the 
upper lid arc with age, for example, are corrobo-
rated by the three-dimensional animations of Ibl-
her et al., who measured soft tissue of female faces 
in two different age groups and depicted increased 
displacement and surface stretching in the elderly 
population.39 Facial growth, traditionally measured 
by lateral cephalographs based on two-dimensional 
landmarks, can now be quantified by means of 
superimposition of serially captured three-dimen-
sional facial photographs.14 The improved ability to 
make accurate static and dynamic measurements 
of facial surfaces has provided an objective science 
in a subjective field. Again, this concept of database 
collection is in its infancy and needs patients from 
all demographics for scientific impact.

Improvement of Postoperative Outcomes
With a foundation of accurate and reproduc-

ible three-dimensional measurements, surgeons 
have applied this analysis to breast cases and docu-
mented postoperative outcomes.40 For example, 
when shapes of breast implants were studied for 
impact on breast mound, round implants were 
found to provide less breast projection than ana-
tomical implants.41 Another study documented 
that long-term postoperative anteroposterior pro-
jection after implant placement was less than pre-
dicted.40 Three-dimensional imaging also enabled 
monitoring of retention associated with autolo-
gous fat transfer; results indicated that fat retention 
was both volume- and time-dependent.42 Advance-
ments in three-dimensional imaging may eventu-
ally provide a blueprint outlining the amount of 

Fig. 3. Three-dimensional imaging can be used to define various planes [nipple plane 
(above, left) and inframammary fold plane (below, left)] and reproducible distances [chest 
wall–to-nipple distance (above, right) and sternal notch–to-nipple distance (below, right)]. 
IMF, inframammary fold.
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fat to harvest for optimal graft survival. As more 
clinical studies emerge, three-dimensional out-
comes may influence future surgical techniques.

Postoperative analysis has also been applied 
to the face. Following surgical correction of facial 
asymmetry, three-dimensional images confirmed 
that soft-tissue topography correlated with skeletal 
changes.43 In addition, postrhinoplasty imaging of 
unilateral cleft patients demonstrated measurably 
improved alar symmetry, increased tip projection, 
and reduced nasolabial angle.44 Long-term dura-
bility of hyaluronic acid–based fillers for facial reju-
venation has been also substantiated by means of 
three-dimensional imaging.45 Analysis from facial 
three-dimensional imaging augments the missing 
soft-tissue measurements from cephalometrics, 
and ultimately may enhance surgical technique 
as we continue to critically evaluate postopera-
tive outcomes with objective three-dimensional 
measurements.

Three-dimensional imaging not only has pro-
vided a way to assess postoperative outcomes but 
also has become a powerful aid in preoperative 
planning. The prospective study by Tepper et al. 
found that three-dimensional imaging offered 
valuable volumetric data that helped guide tissue 
expander–based breast reconstruction, includ-
ing initial size of tissue expander, total volume 
of expansion, and final implant size/shape.46 In 
this study, patient satisfaction and breast symme-
try significantly increased with the application of 
three-dimensional imaging. Furthermore, the pro-
spective survey of patients receiving three-dimen-
sional photography reported by Donfrancesco et 
al. concluded that three-dimensional imaging pos-
itively impacted the entire breast augmentation 
process, and patients strongly preferred a center 
with three-dimensional imaging technology.47

Three-dimensional imaging has been equally 
efficacious in assessing noninvasive/minimally 
invasive treatments for various plastic surgical 
conditions. Volumetric measurement of infan-
tile hemangioma enabled the rapid, accurate, 
and noninvasive characterization of proprano-
lol on the volume of the vascular anomalies.48 In 
another study, use of three-dimensional photog-
raphy to monitor treatment of infants with defor-
mational plagiocephaly with an orthotic helmet 
device has proven to be instrumental in assessing 
volumetric and morphologic changes over time.49 
Three-dimensional measurements of wounds, 
particularly severe pressure ulcers, have also been 
standardized and validated; three-dimensional 
imaging proved successful for monitoring static 
and improving wounds for wound perimeter, 

volume, depth, and length.50 Three-dimensional 
imaging and its associated measurements may be 
a beneficial analytical tool for both invasive and 
noninvasive outcomes alike.

FUTURE
Although the clinical applications of three-

dimensional surface imaging have progressed 
rapidly over the past decade, limitations include 
cost, ease-of-use, patient applicability, and oth-
ers. Over time, the pricing and efficiency of the 
equipment will become more agreeable; however, 
the imaging and analysis must transition from the 
surgeon’s perspective to the patient’s perspec-
tive to be truly applicable to the patient’s surgi-
cal experience. By integrating the technology in 
the surgical consultation, both the patient and 
the surgeon can appreciate the preoperative ana-
tomical canvas and proposed surgical corrections, 
thus improving patient-physician communication, 
patient education, and patient satisfaction.

Preoperative Planning and Outcome Simulation
Clinicians have recently integrated three-

dimensional computed tomographic models with 
three-dimensional stereophotogrammetry to cre-
ate accurate, photorealistic illustrations of facial 
topography and enable preoperative planning 
in procedures such as rhinoplasty.51,52 The merg-
ing of these modalities enhances the precision of 
the surgical simulation. Another possible adjunct 
to improved patient consultation is the integra-
tion of surgical simulation and three-dimensional 
imaging systems. In breast surgery, patients may 
select the size and width of their implants but are 
unable to visualize how different implants would 
affect their outcomes.

Creasman et al. documented that breast aug-
mentation patients felt that their three-dimen-
sional preoperative simulation consultations were 
essential in helping them select their surgeon and 
believed the simulations to accurately predict the 
postoperative results.53 Not only could patients 
visualize their simulated outcome (Fig. 4), they 
could also compare this simulation to their true 
postoperative results at follow-up visits. In a fol-
low-up questionnaire, the majority of respondents 
indicated that three-dimensional imaging was the 
“main reason” or was “very important” in helping 
them select their surgeon and believed the simu-
lation to be accurate.

The potential success of three-dimensional 
simulation in breast surgery should encour-
age investigators to create and apply the same 
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principles to other procedures (e.g., rhinoplasty, 
rhytidectomy, otoplasty). Of note, surgical simu-
lations are only estimates of postoperative results 
based on the collaboration of engineers and 
plastic surgeons, and the software lacks evidence-
based data (i.e., the impact of age, body mass 
index, ethnicity, and sex on surgical outcomes). 
Ultimately, with these factors integrated, outcome 
simulations will improve patient consultation and 
enhance preoperative planning.

Creation of Central Imaging Database and 
Integration of Fourth Dimension (Time)

To accurately simulate patient outcomes based 
on scientific data, a communal database of pre-
operative and postoperative three-dimensional 
images is necessary. Such a database would allow 
the software engineers to construct surgical simula-
tions based on scientific fact instead of predictions. 
Thus, surgeons would be able to simulate surgical 
results based on patient demographics, comorbid 
conditions, and operative details over various time 

points (fourth dimension). Incorporating time 
allows investigators to create a database to review 
outcomes and make informed conclusions. Stud-
ies have observed trends in soft-tissue stretch after 
mammaplasty, such as volume loss and lower pole 
elongation, and the effect of age on soft-tissue 
mobility of the lower face.35,39 However, these stud-
ies lack the contributions of sex, race, weight, and 
others. Quan et al., in four-dimensional studies, 
have shown that breast reductions are stable 1 year 
after operation, but further and larger studies are 
needed to influence accurate surgical simulation 
and outcomes.54 Extrapolating data from a cen-
tral database of postoperative outcomes from vari-
ous procedures with various comorbidities could 
vastly improve the quality of outcome simulation. 
With surgical simulation, there will be an inherent 
improvement in preoperative planning and pre-
diction of outcomes.

Integrating Three-Dimensional Imaging with 
Portable Information Technology

Integration of three-dimensional imaging 
with portable information technology would pro-
vide easily accessible digital images and improve 
patient-surgeon communication. The utility of 
Google Glass (Google, Mountain View, Calif.), a 
wearable computer with an optical head-mounted 
display and touchpad camera, in a surgical prac-
tice for hands-free photographic and video docu-
mentation has been established.55 The merging 
of Google Glass and three-dimensional imaging 
can create hands-free photography in the operat-
ing room or enable downloading of the patient’s 
virtual picture with associated measurements dur-
ing the operation. Unforeseen circumstances in 
the operating room, such as variable anatomy 
or patient positioning, could be integrated with 
three-dimensional preexisting images and data 
analysis; this merger between preoperative con-
sultation and intraoperative experience may 
decrease operative time and optimize surgical 
results. Furthermore, three-dimensional software 
available on the portable tablet or even the smart-
phone, such as the Apple iPad or iPhone (Apple 
Corp., Cupertino, Calif.), may provide similar 
benefits. Patients now would have a digital file of 
their images, data analysis, and surgical simulation 
that can help guide decision-making and become 
a part of their medical record, to be shared with 
the remainder of their provider team.

Individualizing Patient Treatment
Similarly, the contemporary advent of three-

dimensional printing has proven extremely 

Fig. 4. Demonstration of surgical simulation using three-dimen-
sional software for breast augmentation with round silicone 
implants.
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useful in the medical field, producing custom jaw 
implants,56 upper extremity prostheses,57 cranio-
plasty implants,58 and others. These customized 
implants ensure that required components pro-
vide an exact fit and maximize the early return of 
function. Integration of three-dimensional imag-
ing and printing may further pave the way for 
custom-made implants and prostheses, reducing 
operative time and improving patient satisfaction. 
Custom devices made according to the preopera-
tive data could revolutionize the world of implants 
in plastic surgery, providing a perfect fit for the 
available skin envelope or achieving symmetry 
with the contralateral side. Similarly, three-dimen-
sional imaging could be a required screening 
by our armed forces; in traumatic amputations, 
rather than relying on the contralateral hand for 
comparison, hand and finger prostheses could be 
rapidly customized based on preexisting stored 
images that provide manufacturers with the pre-
cise topography of the preamputation hand.

Limitations
Despite the progress of three-dimensional 

imaging and its impact on plastic surgery, several 
limitations of the imaging systems and the asso-
ciated software currently prevent its integration 
into the standard approach to reconstructive and 
aesthetic surgical procedures. Three-dimensional 
surface-imaging systems vary with regard to cost, 
capture and processing speed, interface portabil-
ity, image quality, and special features (e.g., fourth 
dimension, computed tomographic data compat-
ibility). A comparative analysis of popular imag-
ing systems emphasized that interested providers 
should define their requirements before deciding 
which system to purchase.31 Because an individual 
unit can cost from $20,000 to $100,000, cost-ben-
efit analyses should be performed to determine 
the cost-effectiveness of purchasing these instru-
ments. Furthermore, systems and software analysis 
may be vastly operator dependent. Advancements 
must be made in the imaging software to be more 
user friendly, efficient, and accurate to engage the 
utility of plastic surgeons.

System utility also depends on body habitus, 
skin tone, and timing. The quality of imaging is 
not ideal for morbidly obese women or those with 
dark complexions because of shadowing interfer-
ence. Furthermore, early postoperative analysis 
may not be accurate; postoperative inflammatory 
edema or fibrosis of the subcutaneous tissue dis-
torts three-dimensional images and associated 
analysis.59 Therefore, postoperative results should 
be defined for up to 1 year after surgery, mimicking 

the same standard as two-dimensional photogra-
phy. Moreover, to generate a three-dimensional 
image database for data-driven surgical simula-
tions, years of data are required from various sur-
geons representing all patient demographics to 
truly depict an accurate operative portrayal.

CONCLUSIONS
Three-dimensional surface imaging is a useful 

adjunct to clinical plastic and reconstructive sur-
gery practices; this technology aids in preopera-
tive planning and analysis, improves postoperative 
results, reduces costs and operative time, and stan-
dardizes measurements to create objectivity in an 
otherwise subjective field. Future abilities to pre-
dict or simulate surgical outcomes over time may 
enhance patient-provider communication and 
patient education, conversion-to-surgery rates, and 
satisfaction. Between improvement in key features 
of current technology, integration with portable 
information technology, and the realistic potential 
of individualizing patient treatment with custom-
made devices, three-dimensional surface imaging 
may significantly benefit the quality of reconstruc-
tive and aesthetic surgery in the near future.

Nolan S. Karp, M.D.
305 East 47th Street, Suite 1A

New York, N.Y. 10017
nolan.karp@nyumc.org
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